In connection with experiments to detect '6 -rays from the decay of neutral pions in the presence of a large flux of neutrons and charged particles, a simple electron pair counter has been developed which depends on multiple· scattering instead of deflection b,y a magnetic field to separate the pairs.
The operation of this counter. depends· on the fact that the electrons in a pair which have nearly the same initial direction are scattered independently in the converter. It the converter is sufficiently thick the average angle between the emerging electr~ns is large enough so that they can be detected by adjacent counters in coincidence. Because of the random ratUl'e of this process the two electrons of a pair formed on the axis of the system will pass through adjacent _g.q_unters one halt of the time and will pass through a single. counter the other halt of the time provided the counters are large enough to include all electrons.
The apparatus used is shown in Fig. 1 . Each of-the adjacent deteeters mentioned above consists of a two counter telescope. Telescopes were used instead of single counters to eliminate single particle back- -. . .
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best be··stated fn'terms of an :effective area in which all '!-rays would be detected. This effective area was found . . to,be 0.2 sq. em.
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The threshold of the detector is determined b,y the thickness of the phosphor tanks since both electrons of a pair must pass through the first counters of the telescopes and into the second counters in order to cause a coincidence count. For the J em thick tanks used 9 a 20 Mev owhich is converted at the surface of the lead can just be detected if the energy is equally divided in the pair. The lower limit of the detection energy may be varied by means of adsorbers between the co1mters of the telescopes.
The principle advantages of this (f -detector are its relative simplicity and its good discrimination against neutron and charged particle detection. 
